Dry Suction
STEP ONE - FILTERS

Installing:
1. Unclip and remove your vacuum's Power Head. Place in upside down position.
2 (a). If using a Cloth Filter, slide this over the filter cage on the Power Head. Go to STEP THREE DUST BAGS.
2 (b). If using a Cartridge/HEPA Filter, unlock and remove the retainer lid from the bottom of
the filter by turning the nut anti-clockwise. Slide the top of the filter over the filter cage until it
touches the Power Head. Lock the retainer lid back into place.
N.B. You must always have at least one filter fitted to prevent dust internally clogging the
machine.

STEP TWO - PRE-FILTERS

Pre-filters provide an additional level of filtration and protection by capturing larger dust
particles from the airflow before they reach the machine's cartridge filter.
Installing:
Washable Pre-filter
1. Loosen the drawstring on the Pre-filter and slide over the top of the fitted Cartridge Filter.
2. Tighten the drawstring.
Easy Fit Pre-filter
1. Insert the Easy Fit Pre-filter directly into the vacuum cleaner's tank. N.B. Fit dust bag first if you
are using one.

STEP THREE - DUST BAGS

All Vacmaster vacuum cleaners can be used without dust bags. However, dust bags offer a
convenient and hygienic method of waste disposal.
Installing:
1. Fit Dust Bag flange onto the inlet stub located inside the Vacuum Cleaner tank.
2. Replace Power Head and securely clip into place.

Wet Suction
STEP ONE - FILTER

Installing:
1. Unclip and remove your vacuum's Power Head and place in upside down position.
2. Remove Dust Bag (if using) from the container/tank.
3. Remove dry filter(s) from the filter cage. Remember to unlock retainer lid before removing
Cartridge Filter.
4. Slide Foam Sleeve Filter down over the filter cage, making sure the whole cage is covered.
5. Replace Power Head and securely clip into place.
N.B. Allow Foam Sleeve Filter to air dry before installing and using again.

